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CHA.PTbR I 
THE PROBLE~T AND ITS JUSTIPICATION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to survey and analyze 
some of the factors that effect the monthly meeting programs 
of the Parent-Teacher Association groups in :Massachusetts. 
In doing this, the following matters were given considera-
tion~ 
1. Adherence to the program proposals 
as indicated in the major objectives 
of the National. Congress of Parents 
and Teachers, 
2. Scope of membership., 
3. Attendance at monthly meetings, 
4. Types of programs presented at monthly 
meetings, 
5. Participation of men and teachers in 
the various groups, and 
6. Cooperation of administrative bodies 
in the planning of programs. 
Definition of Terms 
Groups or units refer to the local PTA organizations. 
By program proposals, reference is made to the major 
objectives of the National Congress of Parents and.Teachers. 
These are available to al1 groups through the publications. 
-1-
Attendance at meetiags requires some sort of 
figures, estimates, or opini•)ns on the nu.rnber of mem-
bers who actually attend the rr:ee tings of local u..11.i ts. 
Types of monthly meeting programs mean the various 
kinds of activities and presentations at the regular 
meetings. 
The particiJ,a tion of teachers and men refer to 
the amount of activity by them in the affairs of the 
local group. 
An opinion was sought to indicate the amount of 
cooperation that is given on program planning by the 
local school boards, princir~als, and superintendents. 
This study .included all the Parent-Teacher As-
sociation_groups in hlassachusetts that were active 
from September 1,1946 through ~une 30,1947. All of 
these units received a questionnaire. Copies of pro-
gra8s were requested from all. In addition, confer-
ences and interviews were held vii th state and local 
officers. 
~ustification of the Problem 
It is readily admitted by most ITA leaders that 
attendance ... at monthly meetings is somewhat of a pro-
blem. i'Jevertheless, no one in the state seems to bave 
2 
an accurate picture of attendance. There are no at-
tendance records apparently submitted to the state office. 
There is so~e question of the value of certain 
types of meetings. There is, however, no clear infor-
mation about meeting programs. Ho survey or study has 
been made of them. 
3 
Administrative officers in our schools are frequent-
ly called upon to advise and guide local PTA units. 
The matter of organizing a program is often delegated 
to them. JUly study that would assist in evaluating 
what is being offered would be of help to these officials. 
There is apparently no concrete evidence of the 
degree to which the local groups follow the suggestions 
of the national of'fice on the rr..atter of objectives and 
how to achieve them through the monthly meetings. There 
is a need for information on this. 
Since the v:ord "parents" denotes men and women, we 
should be concerned iVi th the amount of participation by 
the male group. Attending a few meetings selected at 
random indicates that men are not good attenders. There 
is a need for information before a strenuous attempt 
can be made to make it truly a rarents' organization. 
To a degree this also applies to teachers. .rust how 
active are our teachers in the local associations? At 
present there is no definite information on this. 
The state office of the Massachusetts Parent-
Teacher Association felt strongly the need of such a 
study, and has a;, proved this survey and given definite 
assista~ce in making it possible. Use of it will be 
n~de by the state organization. 
Assumptions 
4 
The leaders in PTA work are for the most ;;art keen-
ly interested in school problems and needs. They real-
ize the value of the PTA in being an instrument for the 
betterment of education and know tlat an improvement of 
the organization will make goals more easily attained. 
It may be assumed, therefore, that the opinions given 
were uncolored and free from bias. No individual will 
be benefited or harmed by the conclusions reached and 
it was reasonalble to believe that the answers to the 
questions were free from personal ambitions and preju-
dices. 
The state office reveals that very few groups keep 
accurate attendance records. Information was undoubted-
ly based on estimates. It was necessary to depend on 
the genuine interest of the officers COIDIJleting the 
queEtionnaires in order to give attendance figures any 
great value. 
It was assumed that all v;ho answered the questions 
and inquiries realized that good meetings are necessary 
to bring out membership and that only through good at-
tendance can objectives be reached. It may be reasoned, 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
therefore, that the information secured was accurate, 
for the people giving it were concerned with knowing 
of weaknesses and means of' securing improvement. 
The fact that this was the first study of such a 
nature in Massachusetts iarent-Teacher Association was 
of importance in securing good response. 
Limitations to the Study 
The questionnaire was sent to all PTA units in 
~lassachusetts. There was no sampling rrocess. Every 
atter::pt was rr:ade to see that all geofrai;hical sections 
of the state were represented when tabulations were 
rLS.de. Every ty1je of community was represented. 
In order to check on the reliability of the an-
swers, those completinc the questionnaire were asked 
to sign it and a request was made to have a committee 
5 
of past and rresent officers meet to compile the an-
swers. In addition, confere~ces with state and local 
officers were held in an effort to eliminate inaccuracy. 
ITo accurate attendance fiGures are available and 
rr:uch of the info rm.a tion on this del ended on e stirna tes 
and opinions. 
This study was limited to tte school year 1946-
1947. It may be that more accurate inforrliation may 
have been available in other years or ~ill be in some 
future year. This particular school year, however, 




approach some degree of nornilllcy. It was desirable to 
teke a sincle year rather than a f:roup of two or three 
since it is customary for the !;resident to serve only 
one year. 
It must constantly be kelJt in mind tba t the lead-
ership of the local units is entirely voluntary and 
that accurate records are difficult to maintain. 
RestaterLen t of the Problem 
This is a study of the PTA units in ?.viassachusetts 
for the year l946-lg4'7. It was done for the purpose 
of securing information on attenda,1ce, membership, 
programs, and partici}.a tion of men and teachers; and 




BACKGROUND OF R:2;SEARCH 
Frevious Studies of the Parent-Teacher Associ-
ation 
Since its founding in 1897, much has been writ-
ten about the National Congress of Iarents and Teach-
ers, more commonly called the Tarent-Teacher Associ-
ation. Few studies, however, have been made and we 
are indebted to Dr. Julian E. Butterwortll1 and Dr. 
Elmer s. Holbeck2 f'or much of the real research. 
fJ.'hrough its many publications, the national as-
sociation offers much information and guidance. How-
ever, statistics on many phases of the orga:1ization 
are lacking. The1·e are undoubtedly many reasons for 
this. Certainly the turnover in n~em.bers11ip and lead-
ers make for rr.any diff'iculties. There is also the 
l'roblem of much volw.mtary :: ersoanel ·which handicaps 
1Butterworth, .Julian E., The l arent-Teacher 
.Association and Its 'Nork, 2Jew York, 1-.lacmillan ;_:ompany, 
1928. 
2Holbeck, Elmer s., An Analysis of the Activi-
ties and 1-o ten tiali ties for Aclliever~:e n t of the Jaren t-
Teacher Associe.tion with Hecomn1enda tions, Teacner' 




the acquiring of facts and information. ~-erhaps, too, 
the~e has not been enough attention given to the gather-
ing of statistics and information. The writer has not 
found many real studies of the ~TA. 
r11embership in Massachusetts 
Membership .facts are clear up to a certain point. 
In the June 1947 issue 6f the National i~arent-'l'eacher, 
Massachusetts showed over 57,000 members. IJ:'here was 
no breakdown of this to show the number of women, men, 
and teachers. The state office reported there was no 
accurate information available on this. It would seem 
that this might be a possible figure to secure each 
year at the time of membershi.P drives. 
Number of lien and :Number of •reachers in ITA 
In 1945, the rnale membership for the entire 
county was estimated at 118,4551. No rr:ention was made 
of the number of teachers belonging. 
Holbeck2, in his study of ten groups, found that 
almost all teachers were r:embers, and that about 20 per 
cent of the membership consisted of men. He stated 
that this lack of men was a real weekness of the organ-
lNational Congress of Iarents and Teachers, Iro-
ceedings for 1945, Chicago, Illinois, vol.4~536 
2Ibid, p. 61 
9 
ization. Dr. Butterworth'Slstatistics indicated this 
same situation. i'7ei ther a:r-·peared to have national 
figures on men or teachers • 
.b.ttendance at :Meetings 
To get t:b.e greatest value out of membership iri any 
type of organization, it is essential that there be 
good attendance at rrceetings. Meetings are the best medi-
urn for putting across the :rurposes of the association 
and to keep enthusiasim high. Holbeck2made an attempt 
to secure some information on this matter. In the ten 
groups that he studies in detail, he found a range from 
40 per cent to 70 per cent me:nbership attendance. The 
average for the ten groups was 57 rer cent of the mem-
bers attending the meetings. 'I'he writer believes this 
figure would be a high one for J:':assachusetts. Attend-
ance by him at fifteen meetings of five different 
groups would place tile average et about 35 per cent. 
This was, however, a limited sarapling and may not bave 
held up under more observations. 
Programs of the :r.~onthly Meetings 
Dr. Holbeck3had this to say about the program at 
meetings: 
------'-'.::.T ... h ::;e--"'p;.=..rogram of the local :arent-Teacher 
lop ci t, p • 94 
2op cit, p. 95 
3op cit, p. 95 
Association determines the social sig-
nificance of the organization, its at-
tendance, and its l.lleiL.bership. Since 
this is so, the ~rogram is deserving of 
more serious consideration than has been 
given to it in the :r::e st. That the 1Jresen t 
method of :program-making is demonstrabl~/ 
unsatisfactory has· been shown in the study 
of Association activity and results ob-
tained and by the testimony of over one 
hundred Association :r:residents who experi-
ence difficulty in program-planning. The 
average program is formal and stereot.?ped, 
consisting of a number of unplanned and 
unrelated activities, whereas it should be 
conceived as an organization plan including 
the proper activities to meet the denands 
of the home, school, and community as well 
as to further the ~-reposed functions and 
IJUrpo ses of t lle organize tion." 
It cannot be said that the national organization 
does nothing about assisting in planning worth-while 
proe,rams. The objectives are repeated in the rrany 
publications and there is one piece of literature 
published by the Nation2.l Congress of Tarents and 
Teachers entitled Program Planning. In it are con-
tained definite guides for each group to follow in 
arranging meetings. 
The matter of developing meetings that are worth-
while and that ·,.:ill rroduce a good percentage of 
membershi}) is difficult. :i erhaps there is a tendency 
to have too rrany meetings. Buttenvorth1states: 
"A few ruee tings or ac ti vi ties, wisely 
planned and involving vital local problems, 
are worth far more than frequent meetings 
lop cit, p. 95 
10 
carried out in a slipshod, half-hearted 
manner.n 
Butterworthlfound that only 19 per cent of the 
units in his survey of 550 developed the ~rear's :PrO-
gram early in the year and but 1 per cent made defin-
ite use of survey n~aterial. He stated that 45 per 
cent r:repared the program just before presentation. 
His research indicates that there is not sufficient 
time or thought given to program planning. 
Douglas s. Ward2declared that most FTA groups 
were weak in the :prer:;ara tion of mee tint; programs. 
He stated that meetings were too social and that the 
group never settled down to getting busy about the 
important items. He suggested breaking into smaller 
units in order to secure eood :parent-teacher con-
tacts and a realization of the task to be accomplished. 
The &uthors3of New Schools fore New Culture 
have clearly indicated that general programs will at-
tract only those who have time to go to meetings of 
any sort. To get good PTA attendance it is nece;::sary 
that meetings be planned around the needs of the 
lop cit, p. 79 
2Ward, Douglas S. , "Wl'..a t 's 't'trong vd th the ITA?", 
Clearing House, val. 13, No.5, January 1939. 
pp. 267-268. 3MacConnell, Charles 1.-:., Melby, Ernest O., and 
Arndt, Christian o., Harper 1rott.ers, Kew York, 
1943, p. 110. New Schools for a_New Culture. 
11 
parents and students in the local situation. 
In his general criticism, Dr. Rolbeck1has said: 
"To often entertainn:ents, social inter-
course, and unrelated program activities 
ba ve comprised the plan of work outlined 
by local association to the virtual ex-
clusion of worthwhile educational material 
and activities." 
The national organization clearly indicates the 
necec~si ty of careful planning and ·thought and sugcests 
that the program for the year be available in written 
form in the fall~ Miss Alice Sowers3 agrees that the 
12 
program must be built around the needs of the community. 
Dr. Holbeck4 pointed out that this might be carried 
out through a unit of work system. 
It should be noted, however, that a clear under-
standing of the objectives of the organization is neces-
sary if good progr~ing is to be achieved. It was the 
feeling of Holbeck5 that the purposes needed more de-
fining. 
In his study of the meeting, Dr. Butterworth6 
divided the programs into "topics" and entertainment. 
lop cit, pp. 96-97 
2I,Tational congress of .::arents and 'reachers, 
PTA Primer Chicago, 1947, p. 21. 
3National C~ngress of Iarents and Teachers, 
Parent-Teacher Organization Chicago, 1944, 
4op cit, p. 98 
5op cit, p. 59 




Under "topics", he classified meetings that called 
for speakers, discussions, and lectures. They com-
prised the more inte11ect1..1al rhases of the programs. 
After examining 2879 programs, he found 4097 enter-
13 
tainment features and 3646 "topics". He declared him-
self surprised to find that 25.6 per cent of all types 
of programs was furnished by school children. 
Teacher lartici ua tio n in lTA Ac ti vi ties 
The writer has found through rersonal ex1~erience 
that there are two very distinct views on teacher par-
ticipation in FTA affairs. A great many teachers be-
lieve that the local PTA is an organization of parents 
and teachers, but that after a project or 8Ctivity is 
decided upon it becomes the responsibility of the 
teachers to carry it on. The task is thrust upon them. 
Many lay members of the organization are of the opinion 
that teachers are not interested as much as they should 
be and shirk from taking an active :part in affairs. 
Holbecklfelt that the teachers should contribute 
in every way possible to assist the FTA to further its 
aims and objectives. Butterworth2, however, declared 
that teachers should be active, but not serve too 
lop cit, p. 99 




frequently as officers or chair;~1an. Ee felt they would 
be overburdened by the tasks put uron them. 
The griter discussed this ~atter with all the 
teachers in two schools having rTA units and also with 
about seventy-five other teachers re~resenting possibly 
between fifty and sixty-five schools, and it was a 
prevailing opinion that PTA organizations tend to 
place too many duties on the teacher membership. 
Arthur B. l:oehlmanl suggested ths. t teachers hold 
no o:f'fices or c~1e irmsmships. He believes that if they 
were rei)re sen ted on all cornm.i ttees they would feel 
freer to express opinions and would be better able to 
guide the activities. 
The 1946 lroceedings contains a report on teacher 
participation2. 'l'he staterr:ent is rr.ade that teachers 
are too busy to attend meetings trat are too full of 
talk and in which too little·is accomplished. Eeet-
ings are frequently held in the afternoons too soon 
after school dismissal. This report also contains the 
belief that teachers feel y;arents are unjustly cri ticc.l 
and that the organization should show clearly how it is 
behind better schools. 
lMoeblman, Arthur B., Social Inter:_retation, New 
York, D. Appleton-Century Company, 1938,pp.332-333 
2National Congress of Jarents and Teachers, Pro-· 
ceedings for 1946. vol. 50 p. 100 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Cubberley1presents another viewpoint: 
"The trouble with so many so-called trouble-
. some PTA's is that they are not parent-
teacher associations. Too often narents 
desire to meet and cooperate; but~the teacher, 
feeling that they have done their fair share 
of school work for the day, do not remain 
and in consequence neglect their best oppor-
tunity to meet and know the r;aren ts of their 
children." 
Since the relationship between r:;aren ts and teachers 
is so vital if the ITA is to accomplish its objectives, 
it may be well to continue with one more opinion. 
J. Erle .Grinnell has written:2 
''Parent-teacher meetings afford further 
.opportunity for teachers to meet and talk 
with ~arents at school. The atmosphere 
is conductive to friendly discussion of school 
issues. At lunch afterward or while wait-
ing for tbe meeting to start, teachers n:ay 
chat informally with parents on school 
problems or plans or a teacher may seek out 
a father or mother to talk of the son's 
improver;:e nt in English or conduct. Too 
often such is not the case. Teachers n clique" 
with other teacl1ers and :raren ts are natu-
rally hesitant to break into the croup to 
sincle out a tescher or for general dis-
cuss ion. The willintne ss or unwillinc;ness 
of the teacher to assume 1:lis proper re-
sponsibility toward raren ts is nov1here 
more a:p:oarent than in the larent-Teacher 
meetings. 1arents are quick enough to sense 
and resrond to friendly co operative teachers. 
On the other :P..and, they will not long ren:ain 
interested in the organization if teachers 
lcubberley, Ellwood F., The Principal and His 
School, New York, Houghton-Mifflin Comre ny, 
lg23, p. 551 
2c.rinnell, J. Erle, Interpreting the Iublic 
Schools, New York, LicGraw-Eill Company, 1937, 
p. 252. 
confine their activities mainli to an 
occasional report or a few rerrerks made 
during the formal r·art of the meeting. 
The writer cannot but believe that tee.c1:.ers 
who neglect PTA's or who let them-die 
through lack of' interest are not greatly 
interested in winning understanding and 
suppor· t of the schoo 1. '' 
The i"lace of ::.:en in the I)TA 
The national organization has long recognized the 
necessity of getting the men active in the various 
phases of PTA work. ~,1any suggestions have been put 
forth;I.. Observation, however, indicates that men 
are not very active and their attendance is srr..all and 
inf~equent. Special evenings seem to have some effect 
on getting then-,_ out, and n:any groups strive to build 
men into the organization through placing them on 
committees or electing them to offices. This is ap-
parently a problem in most units end is worthy of 
considerable thousht and planning. There is little 
available deta on the -~art of men in PTA. 
Cooperation from School Officials 
16 
When Cubberley2 stated that the ITA could be a 
nuisance or a unit for great influence, he undoubtedly 
had in mind the reaction that some school administrators 
lNational Congress of 1~arents and Teachers,Frogram 
llannina, Chicago, 1946, p. 28 
2cubberley, Ellwood P., An Introduction to the 
Study of Education, New York, .tioughton-},;11'1'1 1n, 
1925, p. 345. 
have toward I)TA groups. While it is difficult to get 
school leaders who are k~own to be unfriendly to the 
organization to readily admit their feelings, it is, 
nevertheless, a fact that there are a good number in 
17 
the profession who do not look upon the association 
favorably. Butterworthlsent an inquiry to 797 official 
but received less than a 50 per cent return. He asked 
the~ if they thought the local unit should be discon-
tinued. Two percent favored discontinuing and 28 per 
cent favored continuing if redirected in certain ways. 
Holbeck2 felt that in its early hi story the FTA 
was not accepted by educators and that it was looked 
upon with considerable suspicion. He decided as a 
result of his study that this had changed and that most 
administrators looked upon local units with the be-
lief that they were in existence for the same purpose 
I 
as the school men--better education. 
The writer's experiences with administrators and 
larent-Teacher Association leaders cause him to be-
lieve that there is a very friendly spirit in exist-
ence and that cooperation is the rule rather than the 
lop cit., p. 39 
2op cit., p. 95 
exception. It is admitted, however, that there still 
exists on both sides a number of dissatisfied in-
dividuals. There are undoubtedl;y some sad incidents 
behind these instances. 
Furpo se of This Chanter 
This chapter has been confined to research and 
writings on the various phases of the Parent-Teacher 
Association under observation in this study. While 
it has been necessary to cover much of the history of 
the organization and to investigate many of the past 
and present problems, no attempt has been made to 
summarize any of that work. This cbar,ter was confined 




Units to be Surveyed 
At the time this study was started there were 
484 PTA groups in Massachusetts. It was determined 
to inciude aii in the study that were in operation 
on Septemoer i, i~46 through June 30, lY4'l. 
Instrument for Securing r~::aterial 
In order to contact all the groups, it was de-
cided to develop a questionnaire to be mailed to each 
unit. 
The building of the questionnaire covered a period 
of approximately ten weeks. During that time questions 
were sifted as advice and guidance from many sources 
were secured. A study o1' publications of the national 
organ1za~ion and of previous research was influential 
in determining what should be included. Conferences 
W1tn s~a~e ana local officials and with educators were 
also of value 1n building the instrument. 
The three page questionnaire contained twenty-
eignt quest1ons, maKing poss1ble SlX~y-three responses. 
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The question covered only matters concerning attend-
ance, membership, meeting programs, teacher partic-
i;ation, ectivity of men, and cooperation of school 
officials. No attempt was made to cover phases of 
PTA not connected with the study. 
The first three questions covered rr~e mbership 
and the type of PTA's involved. An attempt was made 
to find the total members involved and a breakdown 
of that membership into men, women, and teachers. 
Since fTA units represent a single school or a group 
of schools, it was necessary to make p~ovisions to 
record this representation. Space was provided for 
the name of the community so that geographical di-
vision could be recognized and also so that the pop-
ulation limitations could be fixed. The first three 
questions and srace for the name of the community 
therefore provided the information necessary to re-
cord representation based on membership, school pop-
ulation, geographical divisions, town and city popu-
lation, and FTA school affiliation. Every effort was 
made to secure adequate representation. 
In order to develop a question on types of pro-
grams, considerable reading and research was done on 
programs known to have been used. Twenty broad pro-
gram classifications were finally devised. In ad-
dition, provision was made to write in any that did 
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not fit into the selected types. The question called 
for a check of tbe number of times each was used, and 
a ranking of attendance in two different ways. 
-~uestions 10 through 20 carried on the research 
on meeting programs. These questions covered such 
matters as program committees, survey of l'rogram 
interests, use of a program theme, adherence to the 
objectives of the national organization and under-
standing of them, evaluation of the year's progra.rLL, 
and methods of evaluation. It was felt that these 
questions would bring out some information on the 
thought and care given to program planning as vvell 
as a descri:ptio n of the actual programs • 
.b. ttendance inforiTia tion was planned to be secured. 
in question five through ten. question six asked for 
an opinion on the matter of I'TA attendance. Other 
questions were used to determine the number of meet-
ings held yearly, the most popular meeting night, 
and the recording of attenda~ce. 
Questions 21,22, and 23 were used in an effort,to 
secure inforn:ation on male particiJ;a ti on. The 
questions were built for the most r:art around the 
writer's experiences in several ITA's. The purpose 
of these questions was to discover n:ethods used to 
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gain male attendance. It was kno~n that many units 
have an annual meeting for men and considerable 
emphasis was }'laced on that method of securing par-
ticipation. Room, however, was left for the record 
of other ways. 
In order to ietermine teacher participation, 
:several questions were included on activities in which 
there might well be an opportunity for teachers to 
take part. These included corumi ttee assignments on 
refreshments and office-holding participation. Op-
portunity was given to list activities in which the 
teachers might join with the }arents. 
The last question, nmnber twenty-eight, called 
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for estimates on cooperation received in program 
planning from principals, superintendents, and school 
boards. Without cooperation from school administration 
meeting progra~s ~ay well work under a serious handi-
cap. This question was included in order to determine 
if the necessary cooperation was in existence. 
rlanner of }'resenting the Instrun:en t 
The first step in presenting the study was made 
at the state FTA convention held in Boston in oc-
tober 1947. Announceffient of it was made to the gener-
al assembly with an explanation of its purpose and a 
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plea for the cooperation of all local units. At about 
this same time, notice of the study was made in the 
PTA Bulletin which reached all groups. That also re-
quested prompt attention to the answering of the 
questionnaire when it was received. 
The questionnaire was rrailed to all of the 484 
units in Massachusetts on November 1, 1947 with an 
accompanying letter. The addressing of the envelopes 
was done by the state PTA office in order to assure 
an accurate mailing. All letters went out first class 
and the return envelope contained first class f-O stage. 
Follow-Up of Iviai ling 
The usual method of follow-up by card or letter 
was not used. In the middle of December, contact 
with the state :president was made and a re~ort of the 
number of replies given. Through the state office 
notices were given to the council presidents through 
out the state ure:,ing them to request delinquent units 
to fill in and forward the questionnaires. This had 
a definite effect, and later on it was repeated. 
IJ:'here were, therefore, two attempts rrade in addition 
to the original request to secure r-eplies. It was 
believed that these personal contacts by district 
leaders would be more beneficial than the post card or 
letter. A twenty percent increase was secured over 
the response to the original mailing. It is, of 
course, not possible to declare if the type of follow-
up used brought better results tf1.an would have been 
secured if the more traditional method had been used. 
It is the opinion of the writer that the method used 
was the better of the two in this particular instance. 
This opinion is supported to a degree by statements 
from the state office personnel that the response to 
this questionnaire far exceeded returns from much 
shorter inquiries sent out by that office. 
Other I~~eans for Securing Information 
Each l'TA unit was requested to send a copy of the 
1946-1947 program with the questionnaire. It can be 
said that this did not meet with any success. Less 
than a dozen groups sent a copy of their programs. 
It may be that there was none available because the 
request came after the season v1as over. 
Numerous visits to the state :FTA office were 
~~de and conferences with state leaders on various 
phases of the study. Ttese produced much information. 
. ' 
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The writer discussed all phases of the questionnaire 1vi tll 
local leaders and with school administrators at every 
or;portuni ty. 
----------------------------~----~·---·----------~~~~~~~~==~--~.==~=== 
Validity and neliability 
Conferences with state officials indicated that 
most groups do not keep accurate records. It was 
decided, therefore, that the replies to a great many 
questions would be opinions of those answering. In 
order to eliminate guess work as much as .;.ossible, it 
was suggested in the accomianying letter that the 
questionnaire be filled out when several past or 
present officers could get together for that pnrpose. 
Space was rrovided for the signatures of those who 
completed the form. 
Consultation with local officers was attempted 
in order to rc.ake a check on the rer--lies. This was 
not too successful due primarily to the difficulty 
of reaching these people. 
Units were selected at random from the question-
naires returned and visits to meetings planned. 
Winter driving conditions did not always make these 
possible. In a good number of instances, the people 
who had signed the questionnaire were not present at 
the meeting the writer attended. ~any were no longer 
active in local affairs. When the individuals were 
contacted, the intervi·ews did not prove to be of any 




three and one third past or ~resent officers; and, 
unless the check could oe ~bde in the ~resence of all 
of the people who de term}. ned the answers, the in-
terviews had a very limited value. I\~onroel has stated 
"It is seldom feasible to check the accuracy of 
questionnaire data." The writer's experiences cause 
him to agree with that statement. 
In order not to contain information from units 
that v;ere not in com:,clete operation from September 1, 
1946 through June 30, 1947, a check was made with the 
state office and those units which had replied but· 
which were not active during the period under study 
were eliminated. 
'I'he many notices to the various eroups had 
stressed the need for an accurate response and since 
there would be nothing to be gained in any way for 
giving other than the correct information, it may well 
be assumed that the replies are for the most };art un-
colored. 
Breakdown of Statistics 
It is reauily seen that ITA groups in the cities 
may well function differently than those in less dense-
ly populated areas. To be of value, many of the 
lMonree, ·i·lalter s., Encyclopedia of :b:ducational 
Research, iJew York, :.~acmillian Co., 194l,p.876. 
replies should be studied and com:rared under sir:;ilar 
conditions and not taken as a single group with no 
a;.rarent differences. The questionnatres were, there-
fore divided into three groups: 
1. Cities 
2. Towns of more than 5000 population 
and over 
3. Towns of less than 5000 population 
This is the division frequently used by the Uassa-
chusetts Derartrnent of Education when statistics are 
compiled. 
A further breakdown was achieved by dividing the 
returns from the PTA's representing just one school 
from those representing more than one school. This 
division was used in only certain types of questions. 
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CRA.FTER IV 
FINDINGS .l'JJD INTERFRET.~TIONS OF TEE STUDY 
Scope of the Study in fTA Units, 'l'erri tory, 
Membership, and School Enrollment 
·Any study should strive for as complete a repre-
sentation as is possible. In this particular work, 
it was desirable to secure a good representation of 
the total number of l'T.A. groups in existence during the 
period for which the survey was conducted. There were 
484 active units in Massachusetts when the question-
naire was mailed; all received an inquiry. A check 
with the state office, however, showed that 420 of 
these were active during the school year 1946-194?, 
the period for which the study ViaS made. This gave 
a return of 39.8 per cent. This was a much greater 
rer:·rese~1tation of the croups than is customary to re-
ceive from inquiries sent out by the state l'TA office. 
'l'ables II and III indicate community and geo-
graphical representation. There were 182 communi-;;ies 
in :~~assachusetts w::.. th PTA units in operation during 
the 1946-194? school year. An even 100 of these are 
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represented in the returns. In other words, 54.9 per 
cent of these communi ties replied. Of the 36 cities 
in I.~assachusetts, 25 have I'TA organizations and re-
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sponses were secured from 24 of them. This 96 per cent 
was unusually high and gave a most excellent represent-
ation from cities. Towns with a population of more 
than 5000 sent in 61 questionnaires. There are 58 
towns in Massachusetts this size \vi th PTA groups and 
36, or 63 per cent, replied to the inquiry. The 
smallest returns came from towns with a population 
of less than 5000. Ninety-nine towns of that size 
have units and replies came from 40 of them. This was 
a 40.4 per cent representation. ~hile this is not 
high from that population classification, the returns 
were nicely scattered throughout the counties. 
TABLE I: RETIJRNS OF C~,LJESTI ONNAil-;ES 














Table III shows the excellent distribution by 
counties. Only two counties are not included in the 
survey and there was justification for their absence. 
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At the time the questionnaires were mailed, the state 
rTA office declared there were no active units in 
those counties. It is very apparent tr.a t geographical-
ly the state was well covered. 
TABLE II: DISTRIBUTION OF RET"G"'Rl\S 
Cities Towns Over Towns Under Total 
'5000 5000 
No. ~ No. ~ No. at No. % e Number in State ~9 91 221 
Number with 
:PTA Units 25 58 99 182 
Humber with 
lTA' s Replying 24 96 36 63.1 40 40.4 100 54.9 
Number of Units 
Replying 66 61 40 167 
TABLE III: NUMBER OF REFLIES BY COUNTIES 
Cities Over 5000 Under 5000 Total 
Barnstable 0 1 0 1 
Berkshire 2 1 4 7 
Bristol 11 7 2 20 
Dukes 0 0 0 0 
Essex 9 9 6 24 
Franklin 0 5 8 13 
Hampden 14 6 3 23 
Hamnshire 0 2 1 3 
lfliddle sex 14 16 4 34 
:Jantucket 0 0 0 0 
Norfolk 0 8 2 10 
Ilymouth 0 3 2 5 
Suffolk 2 0 0 2 
Worcester 14 3 8 25 
Total Returns 66 61 40 167 
Useable 
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In Table IV, a breakdown of the membership repre-
sented in the returns is tabulated. On December 1,194?, 
the PTA membership in Massachusetts as recorded in the 
National rarent-Teacher vvas 5? ,856. The 21,726 rep-
resented in the study is 3?.6 per cent of tbe total. 
The 1553 teachers make up 7.2 per cent of the members. 
There are 15,?58 women counted in the questionnaires 
and 5968 men. This gives a percentage of ?2.? women 
and 27.3 men. The 3? .6 per cent of membership rep-
resented compares favorably with the 39.8 per cent of 
the total number of units replying. 
TABLE IV: MC r.J3ERSETF RE} RES~N?~D 
Cities Over 5000 Under 5000 Total :Fer Cent 
Women 6667 6324 2?67 15?58 72.7 
Uen 2268 2909 ?91 5968 2?.3 
Total 89'35 9233 3558 21726 100:0 
Teachers 599 623 331 1553 ?.2 
The figures for teachers are part of 21,?26 and 
are not in addition to it. 
The study made no attempt to draw conclusions based 
on school enrollments. As noted in Tables V and VI, 
there are 42,651 students represented by the ITA's in 
the survey. Roughly 80 per cent came from the cities 
and towns over 5000. Slightly less than 60 per cent 
of these students were enrolled in schools s::onsoring 
a :FTA unit solely for the particular school. No 
sJ:e cial significance was attached to the student en-
rollment represented in the survey. The smallest 
school sponsoring a PTA had but seven students. The 
largest number of schools uniting to sponsor a PTA 
organization was nine. 'l'he greatest enrollment rep-
resented was 1600 students. 


















Totals 124 25,41? 
Two failed to answer this question 
TABLE VI: SCHOOL ENROLD.~ENT IN PT.6.' S RET RESEl\"TING 
I\iORE TF,J\1[ O::lE SCHOOL 
Replies 
Cities 9 
Over 5000 11 













Five failed to answer this question 
Average 




Many 'l'ypes of Meeting .Frogran:s Are Used and 
Attendance Varies with Popularity 
The results of question m~~ber 4 are recorded in 
Table VII. It is apparent that a good many J;eople 
had difficulty interpreting this question and as a 
result it has been necessary to carefully scrutinize 
e~ch return. There were nineteen blanks and there 
were 24 re:r:;lies that were analysed as being too ex-
treme to be of value to the study. Table VII is, 
therefore, based on 124 returns. A great number of 
those re1;lying to this question gave incomplete 
answers. The colu.rnn headed "Ranking for Year" in-
dicates the number of times the various programs 
brought out the best at;tendaace for the year, second 
best, and the third. JPor instance, ranel on Edu-
cation 'l'opics was judged by two units as having 
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brouGht out the greatest attendance in those two groups 
during the year. 
When the inquiry was coastructed, great thought 
was given to this question in an effort to gain a clear 
picture of four elecents: 
1. The· tyr;es of }Jrograms used, 
2. The attendance rating for each type, 
3. The frequency of use, and 
4. 1'he ranking in regard to attendance a;:peal 
-------------------·~ ....... ~ ....... =---""!""'-.....-~-~--------
It was anlarent that ..:.-TA groups as a whole used 
a wide variety of progrrurrs, and that none had any 
greater appeal to the population groups. In other 
words, the town under 5000 did not appear to use 
demonstration programs by elementary school children 
any more or less than this type of program was used 
in the cities. The popularity or use of programs 
appeared to be quite uniform. 
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The most frequently used monthly meeting rrogram 
was one calling for an outside speaker on an educational 
subject. This type was used 1?9 ti~es by the groups 
rey_-;orting. In only fourteen instances was attendance 
considered poor. Since no opportunity was given to 
consider weather or other uncontrollable factors, this 
figure may be considered very low. In 109 cases, 
attendance was considered good. In spite of the fact, 
however, that it was the most frequently used and 
ranked high in attendance value, it was placed third 
among all the others for bringing out the best attend-
ance for the year. Sixteen units stated tba t programs 
calling for a speaker on educational subjects brought 
out the top yearly attendance. 
Second in frequency of use were two types of meet-
ing programs--entertainment and speakers on miscellane-
- ---~ --- -~-~---------------------------------
----------------------------------~--·----------------------~----------------
ous subjects. Both of these were used 10? times 
duri~g the year. Only one group declared an enter-
tainment rrogram brought out poor attendance. This 
is either relil-SJXkable or failure to give tbat part 
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of the question greater thought. Eleven stated poor 
attendance vras noted when S})eakers on miscellaneous 
subjects a~:peared. j·rogra::s of entertainment rated 
second to speakers on educational subjects.in the 
number of votes cast f'or good atte:.J.dance; seventy-seven 
units so indicated. Only seven groups stated that 
speakers on miscellaneous subjects brought out the 
best attendance of the year. 
Fathers' hght prograrns ran1(ed third in the number 
of times used. A total of 103 of such meetings were 
held during the year by the replying groups. It rated 
1'ourth in bringing out the best attendance of the 
year, fu~d 49 groups declared attendance was good. Two 
re}Jorted poor attendance, and 52, fair. Table XVII 
show that just a tout 50 per cent of those answering 
the questions conduct a special evening for fathers. 
Attendance at these meetings can be rated only fair 
and this may well be the reason that only half of the 
grour's feel it desirable to hold such meetings. 
There were 8? meetines held for the purpose of 
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raising money and this ranked first in producing the 
best attendance of the year; seventeen groups so in-
dicated. Only one unit holding this kind of meeting 
declared it po~:rly attended. 'l1his may well have been 
for reasons other tban the type of' program. Sixty-
eight of the 87 re_rorted good attendance. It seems 
unnecessary to record that this sort of program is 
about the best for getting atteadance out. 
School progrmns, by elementary pupils, extra-
curricula programs by elementary pupils, and demon-
strations by elementary pupils were used 134 times and 
in only one instance was attendance considered poor, 
and 20 units stated these brought out the best attend-
a1 ce of the year. One hundred and seven declared the 
attendance was good. There seems to be no question 
of the popularity of this type of ~;rogram involving 
the elementary children. 
In contrast to the elementary programs, only 72 
groups reported any sort of meeting involving pupils 
1'rom the junior or senior high schools. However, 5? 
of them stated attendance was good. This is a good 
result for the aumber of attempts. 
There were ?5 ranels conducted; fifty-seven of 
these were on educational subjects and 3? of that 
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number brought out good attendance. Seven stated poor 
attendance and this may be considered quite high out 
of the number 57. Again it must be noted tJ:1a t no pro-
vision was made to indicate reasons for poor attend-
ance. 
Only 28 groups used educational forums for meeting 
programs. Nineteen indica ted attendance was good and 
only one noted poor attendance. 
Twenty programs classifications were tested by 
the writer. A number of the returns added other; but 
except for those noted on Table VII the descriptions 
of the others warranted their inclusion in the writer's 
classifications. 
Of the 842 meeting I.:rogra1TiS conducted, 340 involv-
ed students, teachers, or students and teachers. This 
indicates a good degree of cooperation between schools 
and PTA's, a1d most certainly is presenting an opportun-
ity for parents to come in closer direct contact with 
the schools. 
The 107 programs of entertain;r1ent only does not 
give a high percentage of the total meeting programs. 
It suggests, at least, that the verious units are ttink-
ing along lines of education rather tban social activi-
ty or recreation. 
TABLE VII: MEETING PROGRJlli5 
Replies Used 124 
Replies Rejected 24 
Blanks 19 
Total 167 N 
Types of Meeting Programs 
Panel on Educational Topics 
Panel on Current Topics 
Forum on ~ducational Topics 
School Program by Elementary Pupils 
School Program by Junior High Pupils 
School Programs by Senior High Pupils 
Extra-Curricula Program by Elementary Pupils 
Extra-Curricula Program by Junior High Pupils 
Extra-Curricula Program by Senior High Pupils 
Program by Elementary Teachers Only 
Program by Junior High Teachers Only 
, Program" by Senior .rligh Teachers Only 
Demonstrations by Pupils and Teachers of the 
Elementary School 
Demonstration by Pupils and Teachers of the 
Junior High School 
Demonstration by Pupils and Teachers of the 
Senior High School 
Program of ~tertainment Only 
Money-Raising Program 
Father's Night 
,· Outside Speaker on Bducational Subject 
Outside Speaker on Miscellaneous Subject 
Special GnTJpers and Luncheons 
Receptions-Founders'-Day 
Vocational School Programs 
Special Nights 
o. of Times Attendance Rating Ranking for the Year 
Scheduled Good Fair Poor 1 2 3 
57 37 13 7 2 4 5 
18 13 4 1 1 2 0 
28 19 8 1 0 2 1 
76 63 12 1 15 6 4 
21 14 6 1 2 2 1 
15 12 3 0 2 1 0 
23 20 3 0 3 3 3 
4 4 0 0 3 1 0 
11 9 1 1 0 0 0 
9 'l 1 1 0 1 1 
5 4 0 1 0 2 1 
7 4 1 2 0 0 0 
35 24 11 0 2 1 3 
12 11 1 0 0 0 0 
9 'l 1 1 0 0 1 
107 77 29 1 14 6 4 
87 68 18 1 17 9 0 
103 49 52 2 12 11 4 
179 109 56 14 16 6 7 
107 63 33 11 7 8 4 
9 6 3 0 1 2 1 
8 4 4 0 0 1 2 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
6 4 2 0 1 1 1 
• 
Fifty-two Per Cent of Members in Attendance 
In Tables VIII and IX are found attendance figures 
for the !rOnthly meetings. The average meeting in all 
types of groups brought out ?6 rr:embers. 'l'he highest 
average am;eared in tovms of more than 5000 :papule tion 
where l:TA units re9rese:ated more tl'.an one school. 
The average is 155. The smallest atte::d&l1Ce appears 
in to'ilns under 5000 population in units representing 
a sint:;le school. The average is 3?. Of the total 
merEbership represented in the study, 52 per cent are 
present at meetings. In cities where ILA_ is for a 
sint;le school, forty-nine per cent of' the members at-
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tend. In towns under 5000 where ITA represents a single 
school, S6 per cent of' the rr;embers come to the r11eetings. 
Considering the many obstacles to being present, 52 per 
cent may be judged to be very good. Since the answers 
to Question 10 indicate that accurate attelldance re-
cords are not kept by most E.roups, the figures in 
Tables VIII and IX may be subject to so~Le questioning. 
'l'able X clearly shows that a good rna jori ty of the units 
do not keep attendance records. Only 56 out of ·149, 
stated accl.a'ate records were lcept. It is, therefore, 
admitted that any conclusions or implications on attend-
ance are based on estimates or opinions, and, consequently, 
consequently, there may be considerable error. 


























?·'EETING .ATTEE"DJ...::'TCE IN lTA' S RE:i:::ESE2J'l'ING 
i.i OR.l:!: TEA::,J ONE SCHOOL 
Attendance Average Per cent of 
Re£lies Range Attendance IYiembershi u 
9 35-100 6? 49 
11 34-440 155 52 
16 12-180 56 53 
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Five failed to answer this question 
PTA Attendance is Considered To Be A Problem 
There were 154 replies to the question on attend-
ance as a l;TA problem. Table XI indicates that about 
21 per cent of those replying considered it a big 
problem and a slightly better per cent, 25, declared 
it no problem. However, the remaining 64 per cent felt 
it was somewhat of a problem, and it is safe to state 
that a good majority are concerned about attendance 
at rTA meetings. It is a matter t:r.a t should be given 
considerable attention. 
'l'ABLE X: DO YOU I\EB:C l:.H ACCURA ~ E lillCC'RD OF LTTE!DING 
























A. A big problem 
B. Somewhat of a problem 
c. No problem 
A B C 
10 3? 18 
10 29 11 
11 18 10 
















Most Units Hold Eight Meetings A Year; Tuesday 
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Most Popular Night As Determined By Surveys 
Securing the proper evening is impprtant to attend-
ance. The inquiry revealed that Tuesdey night out-
numbered ell others in popularity. This is shown in 
Table XII. Only two of the 151 tba t replied selected 
Friday. Mondays t:.nd 'iiecnesdays were about even as 
second choise • .Al:nost all units have realized the 
necessity of selecting e reliable evening for 82 out 
of 144 rr~de a com~unity survey to discover the least 
conflicting evening. Towns under 5000 were more con-
scientious in making this survey. This, no doubt, was 
based on the knowledge that there are mfu!Y activities 
in the small towns but fewer people to support them. 
A few replies stated that afternoon meetings were the 
rule. 'l'here were not enough of these to influence the 
study. 
TA:D'LE XII: 1\:t:;ETING NIGHTS 
Mon. Tues. Yled. Thurs. Fri. Re:elies Blanks 
Cities rr- 20 10 g o- 60 6 
Over 5000 12 15 14 10 0 51 10 
Under 5000 6 15 10 7 2 40 0 
Totals 39 50 34 26 2 151 16 
The number of meetings held yearly may be an at-
tendance f'actor although this survey does not indicate 
it. ~:lore than one third of the units met eight times 
during the year, and another third met seven or nine 
times. rl'able XIII records thl s information. It was an 
opinion of t:b.e writer that fewer meetings might induce 
greater attendance, but a check of the eighteen units 
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Meeting four or five times a year showed the attendance 
to be just about the sar.e as the average of 52 per cent. 
The range of meeting was from two to thirteen. 




1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 
Cities 0 1 I 8 6 4 7 2o 8 4 0 0 0 
Over 5000 0 0 1 2 2 4 17 17 5 2 0 0 1 
Under 5000 0 1 1 0 0 4 5 17 8 4 0 0 0 
Totals 0 2 3 10 8 ]2 ZJ 54 21 1o 0 0 1 
Range two to thirteen 
Table XIV shows that a good majority of the units 
attempt to find out the least conflicting eveiling of 
meetings. This is particularly true in the towns under 
5000 population. Almost seve~ty-five per cent of the 
replies from the towns in that population classification 
stated that a survey had been made. The necessity of 
recieving a free night is undoubtedly more apparnet in 
the smaller towns. Towns over 5000 were equally di-
vided on the question of this meeting night survey and 
in the cities the same situation e:xi sts. 
TABLE XIV H..li.S A SURVEY BEElJ ~·-:ADE IN YOUR co- ~::UNITY 
TO D:BTER1:liN.l1 TBE LEAST CONFLIC'l'ING NSETING 
iTIGHT? 
Yes No Re£lies Blanks 
Cities 29 30 59 ? 
Over 5000 23 23 46 15 
Under 5000 29 10 39 1 
ri·otals 82 66 144 23 
Most Units Have Fro grams Committees; Membership 
Varies 
There is no question but tl'1a t lTA units see the 
nece_sity of having a program committee. out of 153 
replies, 141 stated a program corrmittee was in exist-
ance. Table XV records these figures. Those that did 
not have a committee indicated that the executive 
corlJllli ttee usually was responsible for the pro grams. 
Question 12 attempted to deter:-ine the membership 
of this cow~ittee, but the re~lies indicated a con-
fusion in answering and a tabulation seemed inadvisable. 
Cmnmi ttees apilear to range from one :person to as many as 
twelve. A rough average indicated five women and two 
men on each committee, and one of these would be a 
teacher. 
4·5 
TABLE XV: DO YOU HAVE A FROG RAM COII&HTTEE? 
Yes No Replies Blanks 
Cities 54 6 60 6 
Over 5000 49 5 54 7 
Under 5000 38 1 39 1 
'l'otals 14I 12 153' 14 
TABLE XVI :DO YOU F..AV!i A IROGRA\~ TI-illN'.E FOR TEE ):l!;J..R? 
Yes No Rel2lies Blanks 
Cities 35 26 61 5 
Over 5000 25 27 52 9 
Under 5000 15. 21 36 4 
'l'otals ?5 74 149 18 
About One Half the Group Have A Yearly Irogram 
Theme But Tov.rns Under 5000 Are Weak in this Resuect 
In rer)ly to Q.uestion 14, Table m shOVlS that just 
about one half of the 149 groups replying have a pro-
grcm theme for the year. Only 15, however, of the 36 
replies !'rom towns under 5000 stated a theme was use d • 
.Arparently the rural communities do not feel a yearly 
program goal is necessary. 
Little Attention Given to Learning rrogram Inter-
ests of ~.~e:Lber s 
Table XVII indicates that there is little attention 
given to learning the program interests of the group, 
and the cities do not seem any more concerned about this 
than the smeller comrL.uni ties. There were 146 replies 
to Question 15 and. 100 stated no survey had recently 
been n-a6.e to determine tr..e program interests of the 
r:;e>ber s. This would appear to be a very glaring FTA 
weE.tkness. 
jlj;ajor Ob.jectives of the National Or[.anization 
Given Consideration in Program Planning, and 
Used Frequently as Meeting Themes, But Better 
Understanding of Objectives Needed 
Slightly over seventy ~er cent of the 143 replies 
to Question 16 stated that consideration was given to 
the objectives of the national organize tion when the 
year's program was planned. Even in the sm~ll towns, 
this percentage held. Table XVIII shows this. 
TABLE XVII: HAS 1:;. SURVEY B:M:i>T l<A.DE P.ECEWI'LY TO DE-



























TABLE XVIII: VlliHE '11~:E ~L<tJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONt 
.AL ORGJ..:HZATION COKSIDERED w·~:EN 'I'IiE YEAR 1 S 

























In Table XIX, it is noted that 43 units, or about 
one third of the 141 responses, declared the national 
objectives were poorly understood by the members. 'Ehis 
may account for the information contained in Table XVIII 
that about one third of those replyinf did not consider 
the national objectives when planning the year's pro-
gram. Only lffi of the 141 replying, declared that the 
program objective of the national organization were 
clearly understood by the members. It is evident that 
the national organization needs to do some strenuous 
educational work on this matter. 
In 1946, the National Congress of Parents and 
Teachers issued a four point program and publicized 
these points widely. Question 18 attempted to find out 
how frequently these were used as meeting themes. School 
Education as indicated in Table XX, was used 260 times 
and Iarent and :Family Education 192 times. Health held 
third place and was used 141 times. World Understand-
ing was a poor fourth with only 79 appearances as a 
program theme. It is apparent that consideration to 
these programs was given in the monthly meetings. 
Whether or not such consideration was planned is not 
certain. It Fay have been that in answering Question· 
18, the programs could have been fitted into these 
grouy;ings. 
1'AELE XIX: CE.::!.C}( YOUR OFINION OF THE UNDERSTK•TDING OF 
'IP,.B; 1ROGRR,~ OBJ.c;CTIV.n;s 01" 'l'f'J£ l•lA'l'IONAL 
ORGA~!lZ.A.TION 
A. Clearly Undel'stood by the Members 15 
B. Fairly Well Understood by the !\1embers 83 
C. Poorly Unde rs too d by the Members 43 
Total 141 
Blank 26 












Slightly More Than Half of the Groups Evaluated 
the Yearly .Irogram, But tbe Evaluation Was Vague 
In 69 of the 136 replies, a yearly evaluation of 
the meeting programs was made. Table XXI shows that 
4·9 
in towns under 5000 21 out of 34 declared no evaluation 
was rr~de. In the other groupings, a majority of the 
units make an attempt to judge the year's jJrograms. 
The swing toward evaluation would be more definite if 






IS rrHE YEARLY ] ROGRJ.l.l EVALUATED AT TEE birD 
OF TI~ ~l!.:AR A:<D 'l'HE .t;VALU.ATION US.c.,D .4.S A 





















Question 20 attempted to develop number 19 by ask-
ing for a description of the rr.ethods used to evaluate. 
No table or tabulation was )Jossible from the replies. 
'l'hey were too vague and without sufficient detail. 
The evaluation ar.peared to consist primarily of' discussion 
at executive committee meetings. A few presented 
questionnaires to the !Le bership in an attempt to secure 
opinions of the monthly meeting programs, and a number 
arrived at an evaluation tl~ough attendance observations. 
It may be said that there was little evidence of a 
~lanned scheme of evaluation and that there is not a 
€:rea t deal being done on this in l•:aesachusett s lTA 
groups. 
There is Still Insufficient J:articipation of r,'"en 
and Special 'Nights for Ven Are Not the Solution 
Table VII shows that 103 Fathers' Nights were held 
during the year. In reply to ~~uestion 21, however, 
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only 76 groups stated a special evening for men had been 
held. This is just half of the number tbat replied to 
the question; see Table XXII. It is the belief of the 
writer t~st the figure on Table XXII is more nearly 
accurate. It may be said that to hold special eve~ings 
for the men is not a standard policy and not as pre-
valent as might have been supposed. Towns under 5000 
reported only 14 out of 58 holding such meetings. Some 
of the com:::en ts by those giving a negative reply to 
Question 21 are worthy of note: 
"We do not have Men's Nigh t--ours is a parents' 
organization.tt 
"We consider every night Fathers' l·right." 
"The men are expected and do come to the. 
regular meetings." 
ttr:.ale attendance is no problem.tt 
The replies to Question 22, 'l'able XXIII, were not 
as numerous as to other questions. It seems clear tnat 
to have men serve the refresh!<~ents and take perhaps a 
small part in the program e.re the two rr.ain rte thods of 
getting their particiration. A program of special in-
terest to men is usually presented. It is the writer's 
experience that the above is quite typical of 1Iens' i.Ji@l t. 
TABLE XXI I : DO YOU : AVE .::._ 3_ ~ C L',.L _ lET liJG FOR =- 3N 

























The response to the question concerning methods of 
securing male attendance in the event a special meeting 
was not held for rren were more numerous. The four 
suggested ways of securing that attendance were very 
closely scored. It is obvious t.bat greater thought must 
be given to the attaining of better attendance by the 
men. 
'l'J~.BLE XXIII: IF AN .AN1W.AL I\mETI!-rG FOR MEN IS HELD CHECK 
1. 
2. 
TJ-t:E :F'OLL07i ING: 
Participation of Men 
a. ~Cen l'lan the Heeting 
b. !l~en in cl'..:.:rge of Hefreshn:ents 
c. :>len Conduct tlle ;.:eeting 
d. Men ba ve a :r art in Pro gram 
Ty:re of Men's rrogram Presented 
a. Entertainment Only 
Number 
b. Speaker of Primary Interest to ~en 
BeSton Unh~t~~r 









In the instances where there are no annual meet-
ings held es_I.·ecially for men Table XXIV shov;s that the 
four usually used methods for securing n:ale attendance 
are used without Lt~uch partiality. Every unit a1)plying 
to this question apparently used the standard methods 
of securing me.le interest and attendance. Greater 
thought should be given to developing attendance and 
participation from men. 
Teacher larticipation Is Not Great and the Oppor-
tunity to Mingle Informally with Parents Is Over-
looked 
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The name, jarent-Teacher Association, indicates the 
membership makeup of the oreanization. There is ample 
evidence to prove that teacher rr.embership is more than 
satisfactory. The question of teacher ~·articipation 
or activity is, however, open to discussion. A few 
questions were inserted into the inquiry in an effort 
to determine the extent of participation. The questions 
were based on activities which would naturally call for 
teacher participation. 
In reply to the question concerning the serving of 
refreshments, Table Y:XV clearly shows that just about 
every u..111 t n::al~es it a regular part of the meeting. 
Only twelve out o1' 158 said refresh-ants were not a per-
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manen t part of the meeting Drograrrrs. 
However, in this activity in which teachers would 
take a part end mingle informally with the parents, only 
21 out of the 148 groups replying to the question of 
teacher rartici:ra tion on refreshment com.'Tii ttee s stated 
teachers served on the committees regularly. There 
were 53 units that reported teachers served occasionally. 
Sixty declared they rarely served and fourteen that 
teachers were never used on the refreshment cor:mi ttees. 
It may be rather definitely said tba t teachers take 
,little 1:art on i:robably the most active comrni ttee in 
every PTA unit, and. certainly lose out on a grand o:p:r:or-
tunity for very personal contact with the r:arents. 
Table XXVI contains this information. 
TABLE XXIV : IF 'l'I~RE IS =w AI~·:1L'-L rCJ£'"':TNG l-SLD 
l:.SlECI.t\LLY FOR ~.EI,;, · INDICJ~TE 'lB.!!; 2·ii.ETHODS 
USED 'I'O bECURE ll':.b.LE A'I'Tl!:.:DX::CE 
A. 1-:en Officers 
B. r·.:en on Standing Committee 
C. ~en Active on lrojects 
D. irograms with Male Appeal 





Question 26 requested each group to l:st the activi-
ties in which ra rents ~:"nd teachers cooperate. The replies 
to this opportunity to express opinions were not satis-
factory. Thirty-four I-TA's merely said, "everything" 
or some similar comment. I1:oney-raising ::;:>rejects and 
parties were prominent in the tabulation. How ouch 
coo1)eration there may be on school arties or on the 
educational projects is questionable in the writer's 
mind. Certainly teachers do cooperate in these 
:r.:atters, but there is an ele~;:ent of obligation in-
valved. 
l OLlCY OF SERVL,:G P.EFRJ:.;SI·"C,,::~: i'IS AT 
MEI!:TINGS 
Are Refreshments served at 
Every l\Ceeting 
Are Refreshments Served at 
Almost Every Meeting 
Are Refreshments Served Occasionally 
Are Refreshments Rarely Served 
Refreshments are Never Served 
(This was not in the questionnaire 
but written in by these groups) 






Perhaps there was a weakness in the wording of the 
question, but the ectivities listed in Table XXVII do 
not indicate too much voluntary cooperation. Twelve 
replies bluntly stated that there was no cooperation. 
This is of interest in view of the fact that the 








D. Never (Added to questionnai-re 





A B C D 
7 25 ~f()' ~8 
7 12 27 4 
7 16 13 2 











TABLE XX:VII: A LISTTI~G OF T~"E ACTIVITIES IN ·;m"'ICH 
1 AR.bl·iTt> .:.:;.;m 'l'Ji:..!>..C}\i R8 C!}Ol-bRA 'I'~ LND TEE 
I'Jlli.LJ::fBR OF SUC? L<c'l'A-·CES 
Type of Activity 
Any end All School lrojects 


























{Twelve re}~lie s s Laced there was no cooperation between 
parents and teachers) 
A little less than forty rer cent of the 146 re-
sponses stated trEt there was a policy in electing 
----,----:---,:------:-:---,:-:::-------:-------:------
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Teachers as officers of the organization. Of the number, 
66, seventeen took the trouble to indicate that the 
policy was not to elect teachers as officers. Figures 
on 'J.la ble :XX. VII I point out that the ro licy in about half 
of the units was to have one of the officers a teacher. 
In only nine cases were the teachers elected to half 
the office2. A sufficient number of re--lies warra:tt 
the eonclus ion thet the PO si ti ons of vi ce-:-residen t, 
secretary, or treasurer are usu ll;.· held by teachers. 
Secretar~ is the most ~ocular. 
TABLE XXVIII: IS Ttrbl\E A :t OLICY IN EL:l!.:CTr'G 'IE...\ c I::s ns 
.. S OF11'I G.::.;P.S 
Yes No ReElie s Blank 
Cities 27 52 b9 7 
Over 5000 23 29 52 9 
Under 5000 16 19 35 5 
Totals 66 80 146 21 
An atterr.pt was nade to determine what policy 
was used in electing teachers as officers. Table XXIX 
indicates that of the 90 replies almost half stated 
only one of the officers v1as a teacher. .ii:leven FTAs 
declared their policy was not to have any teacher as 
an officer. It should be noted that this was not a 
part of the original questionnaire but added by 11 grou5Js. 
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Only 10 per cent of the replies indicated that one half 
of the officers were teachers. 
A further survey shoVls that the position of secretary 
is the most frequently held by teachers. The fact that 
teachers do not hold a high percentage of the offices 
is not alarming since a small percentage of the member-
ship in most units consists of teachers. 
TABLE :XXIX: TEE FOLL07JI!-TG FOLICIES VlERE STATED: 
50% of Officers are Teachers 
33 l/37~ of Officers are Teachers 
One Officer is a Teacher 






Cooperation from Administration on Monthly Meet-
ing Frograrr~ Good 
Tables XXX,XXXI, and XXXII record the replies to 
the questions concerning cooperation of school officers 
and administration units on the matter of planning 
meeting programs. About 20 per cent of the replies ex-
pressed poor or no cooperation from School Boards and 
most of these came from cities. Apparently principals 
are very cooperative;only nine replies out of 149 ex-
pressed dissatisfaction and declared excellent cooper-
ation. Superintendents gave excellent cooperation in 
58 
?e instances and good in 37. Only 23 gave a rating 
of fair or worse. This would appear to snow tnat 
tne old feeling between superintendents and PTA 
groups nas been broken down, and that botn realize 
tney are interestea 1n tne same ObJeC~1ves. Very 
iittle comment is needed on Question 28. It is 
apparent that good coopernuLou LS very mucn tne rule. 
TABLE XXX: INDICATE THE DEGREE OF COOPERATION ON 




rl Q) D) 
:-1 ..-1 ~ Q) '"C1 r-. r-. Q) r-1 
0 0 ·r4 0 Q A a1 
>< 0 a1 0 0 Q) -1 1%1 Cl f:r-4 ~ z p:: :q 
Cities le 10 'I 2 10 4'1 ~'=' 
Over 
500U 20 ? 3 l 8 39 22 
Under 
bOOO 16 'l 9 2 2 3? 3 
·rotals b4 24 19 b 20 12~ 44 
---------,-----,,----------------
TABLE XXXI : INDICA'l'E 'l'H:E DEGRE~ Olt' CUU.!:'.l:!:.l:ffi:l'l.U!'l Ul'l 





-1 .,.... ~ Q) '0 ~ f-l (!) rl 
0 0 ·n 0 q A c.tl 
H 0 ro 0 0 (!) rl 
rx:l 0 ~ ~ :z; P=-4 j::Q 
Cities 4'1 ? 3 2 1 ou 6 
Over 
bUOO 40 ? 2 1 l 51 10 
Under 
bOUO 24 0 4 4 0 38 2 
Totals liT 20 g 'i 2 14'9 IB 
TABLE XXXII: INDICATE THE DEGREE OF COOPERATION ON 





rl ·n ~ (!) "0 ~ f-l (!) rl 
0 0 ..-f 0 s:::: A (lj H 0 ro 0 0 (!) rl 
rx:l 0 ~~ ~ z ~ j:Q 
Cities 24 20 3 2 0 b4 12 
Over 
oOOO 3b 8 1 1 0 4b 16 
Under 
bOOO 18 9 4 2 5 38 2 
Totals 7'i 37 8 b lu I5V :50 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHAP'l'ER V 
COHCLUSI0:1S .AND I:~COlvTII:E2 .. fDATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Conclusions 
The replies to certain questions make possible 
the following conclusions: 
The membership in the l.lassachusetts Parent-
Teacher Association is sade up of about seventy per 
cent women and thirty })er cent men. 
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A majority of the PTA groups represent one s choo 1 
only. 
There is a wide range in the tyye s of monthly 
meeting programs. The ~ost frequently used type of 
program is the one r.sving an outside S})eaker on an 
educational problem, and second in choice is the en-
terteinment program. 
School programs involving elementary pupils rank 
very high and bring out the best attendance. 
There are comfaratively few programs involving 
senior high school students or teachers. ~hen such 
programs are conducted, the attendance in the major-
ity of cases is good. 
l.~oaey-rai sing programs are popular and are rank-
ed high in bringing out tbe rr.exbers. 
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'l1here ore many prograr.1s in which an outside speaker 
discusses a subject other than an educational matt~r. 
In almost fifty per cent of the cases, the attendance 
is no better than fair. 
Fathers '!:Ugh t programs. ar;pear frequently through-
out the state. In almost sixty per cent of these 
prograr:s, the attendance is no better than fair. 
fTA groups do not keep accurate attendance re-
cords, but the typical unit has fifty-two per cent of 
its n:embers present at meeting. This percentage does 
not vary with the size of the unit or with its geo-
graphical location. 
Most organizations consider attendance a problem. 
About one quarter believe it is not a problem. 
'l'ue sday evening is the most }Jopular meeting night. 
Frida~r night is not used enough to record. 
The number of meetings held each year by a group 
ranges from two to thirteen, but eight meetings a 
year is the moGt :;;opular with seven and nine following 
in that order. 
rrowns U...'1der 5000 population make a survey to })ick 
the best n:eeting night in their communities, but in 
the larger towns and cities slithtly more than one 
half of them do not believe this to be necessary. 
........... ,.,-...... .__._._. ..... ==--•mrr.-·-.-··~-----------------------------------------
Almost every FTA organization has a Program 
Cornrnittee. In the few instances where there is no 
committee, the Executive Comrni ttee plans the meeting 
progra:::r..s. 
Less than one third of the units consider it 
necessary to ~ke a survey to determine the program 
interests of' the members. This is true regardless 
of the size or location of the group. 
A good majority of the I'TA's give consideration 
to the major objectives of the national organization 
before planning the year's program. 
About one third of the groups admit that the 
prosram objectives of the 1~ti0nal organization are 
poorly understood by the members. Slightly more than 
ten per cent feel that these objectives are clear to 
the members. 
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School Education is the most popular of the suggested 
four program thenes. World Understanding rates a very 
poor fourth. 
Half of the units evaluate the year's program at 
the end of the year and use the evaluation in planning 
the ne:xt year's program. The groups located in towns 
under 5000 tend to do no evaluating. 
The groups are divided equally in holding special 
nights for men. Only one third of the PT.A.' s in the 
smaller towns have a special meeting for men. 
Almost ever.Y unit serves refreshrrents after 
meeting, but a majority do not ask teachers to serve 
on the Refreshment Committee. 
A majority of the FT.A.'s do not have a policy in 
electing teachers as officErs. In some instances, 
the policy is not to have teachers serve. The tend-
ency is to have one of the officers a teacher. 
Teachers and parents co operate in almost every-
thing that the FTA does, but there exists a feeling 
by a minority that there is little or no parent-
teacher cooperation. 
The cooperation received from school adminis-
trative officers is good throughout the state. There 
are comparatively few instances of poor cooperation. 
Recommenci.at ions 
The conclusions and implications formed bring 
forth a certain number of recommendations. These that 
follow are offered as suggestions for the improving 
of PTA work: 
1. That a strenuous effort be rr:ade to 
develop and maintain accurate records on 
rrembership, attendance, and meeting progrcms. 
It is difficult if not impossible to judge 
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the progress of any organize tion if there are 
no correct figures on which to base observation. 
2o. That the objectives of the National 
Congress of Parents and Teachers be more clear-
ly presented to the membership. .At present these 
objectives are prominent in print, but other 
means need to be found to acquaint the r.:embers 
with the meaning of the organization. Edu-
cational corrmittees in each district might de-
vise methods for informing the rr:.ember s in con-
cise manner of the tru meanine of I'TA. 
3. That all units be trained in careful 
program planning. ~.Core attention needs to be 
given to preparing the year's pror;rams around 
a theme or objective. There is too much in-
definite arranging. The needs of the corr.n1Uni ty 
should be carefully consid8red before the 
program course is set. 
4. That greater thought be given to 
teacher participation. More use of teachers 
on committees is suggested. Less placing of 
complete responsibility for meeting progra.11s 
on teachers is urged. Consideration must be 
given to installing in the teachers the belief 
that they are truly a part of PTA and that 
their n:ercbership is not merely token. 
5. That real study be given to the par-
ticipation of rren. .r-erhaps night for fathers 
makes them too concio us of the :f.'ac t they are 
not active.in the organization a~d so drives 
them further from it. Subtle mea,.J.s need to be 
developed to build them into the association. 
t.r'hey should be sold on membership and partici-
pation. 1'here 1 s a big challer1ge to be met here. 
6. · That consideration be given to fewer 
meetings of the entire group &'1d "'ore meetings 
of sub-groups or smaller units. It may be that 
too :·;any general :Leetings are being held. :Four 
or five llieetings of the entire membership a year 
should suffice. Any number of meetings could be 
held of the memberfhip broken into smaller groups, 
to work on lTA activities of interest to tlese 
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units. This should make for greater participation 
and eventually e broader understanding of the 
~rincivles of the rarent-Teacher Association. 
CHAPTER VI 
LDHTATIONS AI•JD SuGGESTIONS FOR FunTHER STUDY 
Limitations of the Study 
After a study bas been completed, certain weak-
nesses become evident and xethods of improvement be-
come apparent. 
One of the obvious drawbacks of this study was 
the length of the instrument. It is true that 100 of 
the 182 communities that have ITA units are represent-
ed in the replies to the questionnaire, but this result 
is due to the ef'forts of the state and district PTA 
leaders rather than to the appeal of the instrument 
or accompanying letter. A shorter inquiry might have 
secured better results. The size of the form was re-
orted to be frightening. It did not go to a group 
accustomed to receiving long questionnaires and con-
sideration of this fact should have been made. 
Question 4 was apparently badly pre sen ted. There 
were too many replies that rad to be rejected. 
Apparently the explanation given to assist in replying 
to that question was not clear. There should have 
been a close relationship between the column headed 
"Scheduled" and Question 7. It was obvious that there 
-66-
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was no relationship on a number of' the returns. Many 
of the replies to this question r:".ade no attempt to 
rank the meetings on attendance. The bulkiness of the 
question may have been a factor in the confusion that 
was apparent, 
While the types of meetings in Question 4 a}~pear­
ed to be clear to the writer and to those that checked 
it before the final draft, there is evidence to indi-
cate that there was some confusion. There should have 
been more provision for defining the types. This, 
however, would have made the inquiry more bulky and 
perhaps discouraged replying. 
Better results might have been obtained by a 
sampling process instead of by a mailing of the 
questionnaire to all eligible units. Conferences with 
district leaders would have indiceted groups in which 
accurate records were available and the element of 
opinion or estimate would ~~ve been reduced. 
Q.uestion 20 was not presented in good form. There 
were too many groups that failed to answer that part. 
Inquiries that request explanations are not inclined 
to secure good results. It is too much of an effort 
for most individuals to write out explanations. Some 
sort of limited response should have been offered in 
that question. To a lesser degree, this was true of 
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Question 26. 
A better interpretation of the monthly meeting 
program would have been possible if copies of the 
programs could have been secured. A request for these 
was :nade, but a negligible return was secured. This 
was undoubtedly due to the request coming months 
after the program r.a d ended. 
The inquiry form was examined a number of times 
before arranged in its final form by state PTA offi-
cers, educators, and a few PTA members. This, how-
ever, now does not appear to have been sufficient. 
A better questionnaire might have resulted if the 
form had been presented to various representatives 
units for criticisms and suggestions before the final 
draft was made. A finer choice of questions and word-
ing would have been possible. 
A study covering a rarticular school year would 
secure more accurate and complete results if the in-
quiries were sent out before the actual end of the 
program season. This questionnaire was mailed almost 
six months after the end of the program year. This 
meant that if no accurate records were available, much 
of the response depended on recall. PTA n:e:;:bership 
shows a high turn-over and too long a wait means that 
key officers are likely to be no longer active in the 
association. These factors are detremental to accura-
cy and good evaluation. The questionnaire would have 
secured more accurate information if wBiled closer to 
the end of the year .being studied. 
A greater amount of personal contact with the 
groups would have been beneficial. Here, again, the 
large number of groups involved rra de this a difficult 
matter. Some means of selecting units to be visited 
would be needed to make these personal contacts. 
Time to do the traveling would be an obstacle if many 
groups were to be visited. However, more visitations 
and conferences would have made possible greater clari-
fication of the returns. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
There has been little or no research in Massa-
chusetts on the F·arent-Teacher Association. Almost 
any l)hase of its activities would be >;orthy of investi-
gation and study. The following suggestions, how-
ever, are made as a result of the present work: 
1. Use the same purposes of this study as 
a basis for case studies of representa-
tive groups. The representation could 
be determined geographically, numerically, 
according to schools, and by a number 
of other methods. 
2. A study mit;ht be undertaken for the 
purpose of developing ways of evaluating 
the various roee ting progra:Es. 
3. There is some need for a study to de-
termine the reasons for non-attendance 
and non-participation of men in the FTA 
units. 
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4. The major objective of the national 
organization could be a field for research. 
The degree of understanding of them a~d 
the application of them to the monthly 
meeting ~rogrems would provide opportunity 
for further study. 
5. A survey of the leadership in the local 
groups and its relationship to the phases 
covered in this study would be of value. 
6. 'l'his study made no attempt or effort to 
investigate study groups, workshops, 
political activity, etc. in the ITA units. 
There is much to be learned about these 
activities. 
7. Teacher participation is not as great as 
it could be. Some further study of this 
might be considered. A survey into the 
attitudes of teachers toward the Parent-
Teacher Association would bring forth 
much information that would be of value 
in securing a closer union between 
teachers and parents in the association. 
8. Record-keeping in the local units is not 
good. ~~y survey that would oring out 
the difficulties a"'ld offer suggestions 
for the improverre nt of record-keeping 
would be of great value. 
9. A study could be conducted at this time 
to determine methods used by larent-
rreacher Association groups to gain favor-
able action on legislation concerning 
the schools, and the effectiveness of 
these methods. 
AN INQUmr-n:rro THE MONTHLY IviEE~PIHG PFlOGRAMS OF 'l'HE VARIOUS PTA UNITS 
IN MASSACHUSE1lul1S DURING T l-lli SCHOOL YEAR 1946-1947 
APPROVED BY THE MASSACHUSETTS PTA EXbCUTIVl:; COEMITTBB 
Compiled by John Blackhall Smith 
Superintendent of Sehools, Stockbridge· 
City or Town making the rep~ort _____________________ _ 
In nnsvre!l"ing the following questions, keep in mind tho. t they apply to 
the period from September 1, 1946 to June 30, 1947. All answers will 
be kep.t in confidence .• 
1. Membership of the group. Women __ Men_Hovr mnny of this number 
D;re te11chers? 
2. Is your PTA for n single school? Yes __ No __ If Yes, whut is tha 
enrollment of the school? 
3. If your PTA represents more than one school, how many?_ 
What is the enrollme:nt rcpre:::onted? __ 
4. Below are two columns, Lttond~::tnco and Scheduled. In the Atten::Jnncc 
column, you are nsked to place a checlc mark in the spncc on the 
JLi'ne vrith the various types of J:wctings to indicate Good, FR:ir! o:.: 
Poor attendance vvhen thatkilld o:f pror;rnm was used. B:r Good)l wu 
mean th8.t 5CY;~ or better of the momber's:ilip vms present. Fair should 
. menn 35% to 50% cr.me, nnd Poor indica. tos· tho. t loss than 35/b of -~.ht> 
members turned out • In addition) pln.ce o. 1 opposite the type thc:t. 
brought out the biggest attondn.nce during t"he yonr, g after the 
second best, and 3 after tho third highest. Example: If Fathers' 
Night brought out--75% of yo't.lr members 8nd that wrs the best turn--
out for tho year, you would plo.ce n cJ.1ockmo.rk opposite that titlo 
and under the Good column; you would also place ::t 1 in front of tl<:i. 
word I<'c, thers ' .. -
In the Sched1il.ed colman, place a checkmark in tho proper column to 
show the number of times each type of progrnm was used during tho 
yenr. 
AttondO!o.ce 
l<:i.O Oei_ ~Ba1r IPOOI 
;~ 
'i-
Types of 'rviectinP-: P11'ogrr.1.ms 
Panel on educutiono.l topics 
Panel on current topics 
Forum on educationa~ topics 
1 
1-· 
Ts ch<;>.ol: proerum by 'Glemcntnr:r. pupils chool program by junior high pupils 
chool progr~m by senior high pupils 






















xtrn-curriculo. progrrlm by senior high 
upils 
rogrc.m by olcmont[cr:-r tcf'.chers only 
rogrn.m by ,junior hi:·> te~' chers only 
rogrnm by senior hig~1 tonchers only 
emonstrntions by pl~pilr: nnd tenchers 
f the olemontr~ry sehoul 
omonstrc:.tions by pupils ond tet.'..chers 
f tho ,junior high school 
emons tr!· tions by pupil a nnd teachers 
f tho senior hiGh sehool 






utside sp;.e;kcr on educational subject 
utside speaker on miscellaneous subject 
!0 thers 
-::· Sea pu ge 54 of the PTA. Manual 
Scheduled 








5. What is the average nttondnnce at your meetings? Give your 
best estimate if nccv.rnto figures nrc not o.v~lilc.blo. 
6. Do you fool that PTA attendance is: 
A big problem 
Somev;hr:t of o. problem __ 
No problem_ 
7. Circle tho number of meetings hold in 1946-1947. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 :1o 11 12 






9. Has c, survey over been mndo in your community to determine th0 
least conflicting mooting night? Yes No 
10. Do you keep nn accurate r0cord of attendance at meutings? 
Yes· No 
11. Do ycu hn ve n progrc.m commi ttoo? Yes No 
12 ~ If the answer to 11 is Yos, how mnny aru on tho progrfl.m committc;c? 
Women Men Hov1 many of those nrc tonchors?_ 
13. If tho o.nswor to 11 is No, how nrc meetings planned or nrro.ngod? 
14 • Do you h.nvo o. progrnm theme for tho yc~,r'? Yes No 
15~ Has a survey boon mo.do recently to determine tho progr~m interests 
of tho group? Yes No 
16. Were tho major objectives Qf tho National Orgo.nizntion considered 
when the yo'lr 1 s progrnm wos duturminod? Yes No 
17~ Chock your opinion of tho understanding of tho progrcm objectives 
of tho National Orgc•.nizc.tion. 
Cl o• .rly undors i· ~··od by tho me;mbor s 
Fairly well unc:crstood by the mcmbors __ 
Poorly unci.c.,r::JtcJod by tho members __ 
18. Chock the proper column to show tho munbor of times tho follow-
ing progro.m themes have boon used during tho year 1946-1947: 
School Educntlon e\f14"fi 1'/1§4-8 g ,10 Ho::_;_J.th I ~ r-. ., 
World Unddrskndlng =: I Jt-:D · 
Parent f:t. Fo.mily Educc.tioC _ . . __ I-=: 
19. Is the yoc.rly pro;;r~'m ov:-:-.lun ted [l t the end of tho yco.r und tho 
ovnluntion U3cd nc ~ guide in plunninc tho noxt yo~r's progrcm? 
Yes No 
20. If there is nn OV[~lw: .. tion made, describe tho methods. Usc tho 
other side of this pnpor if n1;cossc.ry. 
----------------------------
21. Do you have n spacial mooting for men durinG the yonr? 
Yes No 
22. If the answer to 21 is Yor, check tho following: 
1. Part.i~:iE.2_tio~ of~ 
Men :r:;ln~1 tho progrnm __ 
Men in cho.rge of rofreshmento 
I\Tcn conduct the meeting -
l\Ion ho.ve a part in the progro..m 
2, Type of men's program usu'llly rn•osEmtod 
Entertainm0nt only 
Spunker of primary intc,rest to men 
List others 
23. If the annwor to 21 in No but nttcmpts nrc made to secure male 
nttendunce nt meetings, check the methods used. 
Men officol's 
Men on st~~ndi.ng commi tteos 
Men active on projects -
Pror~rnms with mD.le nppWl 
List other methods · --
24, Chock the following: 
Refreshments nre served at every mooting 
Rofrosr®onts arc served at almost every meeting 
Refreshments nrc served occo.sionnlly -
Refreshments nrc r.:::.roly served ·-




26. List the o.ctivitics~n which thoro is cooperation between 
Par&nts nnd Tonchers. 
27. Is thoro a policy in electing teachers ns officers? Yos No 
If tho answer is Yes, what is tho policy? 
The persons making out this report urc Gskcd to indicate their titles 




November 1, 1947 
Denr PTA President: 
1
.J.lhe enclosed questionnnire is part of a. study being made of the 
P'l1A monthly meeting progr'1ms in Mnssn.chusetts. Since your Stn te 
Executive Committee hn.s officially approved this ::mrvey, you mo.y 
be acquainted with it and roo.lize what is being attempted, 
The p:urpose is to go.ther fo.cts o.bout the proe;ro.ms and then to in-
terpret them, It is hoped that o.s n ro~lt of the study informa-
tion will be secured that will bo of vo.lue in improving our meet-
ings nnd programs. 
You nrc asked to answer this questionnnire nn fully nnd as complot-
ely D.s possible. It is nugscstod thnt throo or four officers, past 
and present, might ;.neot o.nd in roc.som'.ble time complete tho to.sk. 
The present president, immediate past president, secretary, mud 
progrnm chrlirman v1ould mc.ke n good group; but ~my com.bino.tion of 
po.st [tnd present officers should be able to furnish the inform::ttion 
quickly. 
The cooperation you give will do much to secure the success of this 
study, o.nd its success mo.;r bring out inform~c tion tho. t will. be of 
service to your group. Will you not, th~refore, m::tko an effort to 
furnish tho o.nswers roquestod ~'nd uso tho cnclonod envelope for o: 
return sometime before tho 26th c,f Hovcmbor. 
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